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•  Motivation for jet & MET measurements. 

•  Jet types, algorithms, calibration, performance. 

•  MET construction, corrections, performance. 

•  The startup period. 

•  Outlook. 

Outline 
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Motivation to Measure Jets at the LHC 

Tevatron at 1.8-1.96 TeV  LHC: 10 TeV          LHC ≠ Tevatron 
•  gluon and sea quark scattering  
  dominate. 
•  large phase space for gluon  
  emission. 

LHC very rich in jets! 

100 pb-1, ~2 TeV pT reach 
   1 fb-1,~3 TeV pT reach  
(104 events with pT>1 TeV) 

Jet production cross section, dijet mass and angular distributions, 
multijets, jet & event shapes (tests of pQCD, constrain PDFs, search 
for compositeness). 

W/Z+jets production, top measurements (hadronic, semileptonic) 
Hadronic SUSY searches. 
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What is a Jet ? 
Jets are the experimental signature of quarks and 
gluons: spray of collimated colorless particles. 

•  Parton jet: made of quarks and gluons (after hard    
scattering and before hadronization). 
•  Particle jet: composed of final state colorless 
particles (after hadronization). 
•  Detector jet: reconstructed from measured energy 
depositions and tracks. Detector jet types are…… 

o  TrackJets: from tracks only (not discussed today). 
o  CaloJets: from calorimeter towers only. 
o  JetPlusTracks (JPT): “A posteriori” track 
corrections to Calo Jets. 
o  PFlow Jets: from individually reconstructed 
particles using the full detector.  

A clustering algorithm defines the jet and may be 
applied at any level (parton, particle, detector):  

            Fixed Cone            Sequential Clustering   
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The CMS Detector 

Hcal: Barrel (|η|<1.3)  , Endcap (|η|<3) 

 Ecal: Barrel (|η|<1.5), Endcap (|η|<3)  

Hcal: Fwd Hadron 
Calorimeter (|η|<5)  Tracker (|η|<2.5) 

•  Hcal: HB/HE (Brass/Scint) 
  5.8 λint (at η=0) 
  φ x η = 0.087x0.087 	


•  Hcal: HF (Steel/quartz fibres) 
  10 λint  
   φ x η = 0.175x0.175 	


•  Ecal: lead tungstate 
  24.7 X0  
  φ x η = 0.0175x0.0175 	

  e resolution: <0.5%, E>120 GeV 

Ecal+Hcal non-compensating 
•  Non-linear response to hadrons. 
•  Poor hadronic energy resolution. 

Particle Flow improves jet and MET 
measurements using CMS’ high Ecal 
granularity and excellent tracking. 

•  Tracker: 0.4-1.7 X0 , 

 for muons/pions.           
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Detector Jet Types: CaloJets 

Calorimeter Tower 
ECAL crystals +  

HCAL tower 

HCAL Tower 

ECAL 

Tracker 

 CaloJets are defined by a clustering algorithm run on calorimeter towers.  
 Calorimeter towers are reconstructed from Ecal, Hcal, and HF towers with  
 energy depositions above a given threshold, 0.2-0.85 GeV, to minimize noise.  

 For example, in the Barrel region: HB tower is a 0.087x0.087 channel (no 
longitudinal segmentation). 
EB tower is a 5x5 crystal matrix coincident 
with an HB tower.   

  

€ 

 p ,E( )CaloTower =
 p ,E( )EBTower +

 p ,E( )HBTower
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 p ,E( )EBTower =
 p ,E( )crystal

5x5 crystal matrix
∑

:  Energy weighted crystal  
   positions 

:  Tower axis 
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Detector Jet Types: JetPlusTracks 

7 

The JPT corrections improve CaloJets by 
using the measured track momentum of 
charged particles. 

•  Add to a CaloJet the momentum of selected 
charged tracks. 
•  Subtract from a CaloJet and for each track 
the mean calorimeter response to the charge 
hadron associated to a track.  

Track momentum / single particle response 
to be measured from Collider data.  

JPT Corrections steps: 
•  ZSP correction for energy lost due to the 
suppression of low energy calorimeter cells. 
•  In-cone track response correction. 
•  Addition of out-of-cone track momenta. 
•  Track finding efficiency correction. 
•  Track based muon correction. CMS-PAS-JME-09-002 
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Detector Jet Types: PFlow 

The PFlow algorithm is designed to: 

•  Reconstruct & identify all particles: γ, e, 
µ, charged & neutral hadrons, pileup, and 
converted photons & nuclear interactions. 

•  Use a combination of all CMS sub-
detectors to get the best estimates of 
energy, direction, particle ID. 

HCAL 
Clusters 

ECAL 
Clusters 

Tracks 

1.  Associate hits within each 
detector. 

CMS-PAS-PFT-09-001 
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Detector Jet Types: PFlow 

The PFlow algorithm is designed to: 

•  Reconstruct & identify all particles: γ, e, 
µ, charged & neutral hadrons, pileup, and 
converted photons & nuclear interactions 

•  Use a combination of all CMS sub-
detectors to get the best estimates of 
energy, direction, particle ID 

HCAL 
Clusters 

ECAL 
Clusters 

Tracks 

1.  Associate hits within each 
detector 

2.  Link across detectors. 

CMS-PAS-PFT-09-001 
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Detector Jet Types: PFlow 

The PFlow algorithm is designed to: 

•  Reconstruct & identify all particles: γ, e, 
µ, charged & neutral hadrons, pileup, and 
converted photons & nuclear interactions 

•  Use a combination of all CMS sub-
detectors to get the best estimates of 
energy, direction, particle ID 

HCAL 
Clusters 

ECAL 
Clusters 

Tracks 

1.  Associate hits within each 
detector 

2.  Link across detectors 
3.  Particle ID and separation. 

PFlow jets are reconstructed by running any of the jet 
clustering algorithms on PFlow particles.  

Charged 
Hadrons 

Electron 

neutral 
hadron  

CMS-PAS-PFT-09-001 
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In CMS: 
•  Icone, SISCone  R=0.5, 0.7 
•  Anti-kT D=0.5, 0.7 
•  kT  D=0.4, D=0.6 

Icone not recommended for 
physics analysis. Anti-kT 
supported first. 

Jet Clustering Algorithms 

A jet clustering algorithm should be:  

•  Simple, easy to calibrate, robust against 
contributions from pileup and underlying event. 
•   Infrared safe: the output is stable against 
adding soft parton emission. 
•  Collinear safe: the output is stable against  
replacing any parton by a collinear pair of partons. 

Soft radiation might cause two jets to merge 

Collinearity might cause change of 
seeds pT ordering  

Two classes of  jet clustering algorithms: 

•  Fixed cone, with   

•  Sequential clustering (non-fixed shape). 

-  Iterative cone (non-safe). 
-  Seedless Infrared Safe Cone or 
SISCone (safe). 

-  kT, Anti-kT, Cambridge-Aachen (safe). 
11 
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•  List of input elements (particles, detector elements) 
and compute:  

•  For each element, define: 

•  For each pair (i,j) of different elements, define 

•  Determine 

-  if dmin = dij ➞ cluster objects i and j , form 
new object jet kT. 

-  if dmin = di ➞ add object to list of jets. 

•  Stop clustering when there are only jets in the list. 

Sequential Clustering: kT, Anti-kT 

kT algorithm: p=1  
- Clustering of low pT 
elements is favored. 
- Irregular shape. 

Anti-kT algorithm: p=-1  
- Clustering of high pT 
elements is favored. 
- cone-like shape. JHEP 9708:001 (1997) JHEP 0804:063 (2008) 

12 
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Fixed Cone: Icone, SISCone 
Iterative Cone:  
1.   List all input elements (ECaloTower> 1 GeV), define a proto-jet by 

drawing a cone of size R around the highest pT seed.  Calculate 
the proto-jet 4-Momentum vector using the ET-scheme.  

2.   Draw a cone of size R around the new position of the proto-jet 
and iterate until the position of the jet axis is stable. Calculate 
4-Momentum using E-scheme. 

3.   Remove the proto-jet input elements from the list. 
4.   Move to the next seed and repeat steps 2-5 until done with 

the list. CaloJets with pT > 1 GeV are retained.  

SISCone:  
•  All stable cones are sought for proto-jets; no seeds involved. 
(computationally possible thanks to an innovative implementation 
that reduces the execution time from N.2N to N2lnN.) 
•  Merge-Split mechanism for overlapping proto-jets.  
  - If pT,shared < 0.75 pT,j , shared input elements are assigned to the      
    closest proto-jet i or j. 
  - Otherwise, i and j are merged into one jet.  

JHEP 0705:086 (2007) 13 
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Reconstructed 
Jet  

Calibrated  
Jet  Offset  Rel: η  Abs: pT  

Required 

EMF  Parton  

Optional 

Jet Energy Corrections 
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Offset: removal of pile-up and residual electronic noise. 
Relative (η): variations in jet response with η relative to  
                    central (control) region. 
Absolute (pT): correction to particle level versus jet pT in  
                      central (control) region. 
EM fraction: correct for EMF response dependence. 
Flavor: correction to particle level for different types of  
            jets (light q, g, c, b, etc.) 
Underlying Event:  energy from spectators in jet  
Parton: correction to the parton energy in 2-to-2 process. 

JEC necessary to correct for noise, pileup, detector 
inhomogeneity & non-linearity, physics effects 
Particle level – e.g. jet cross sections 
Parton level – mass reco (top, Higgs,…, heavy resonances)  

14 CMS-PAS-JME-07-002 
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Measured from data using a non-zero 
suppressed trigger running continuously at low 
rate (consistent luminosity profile). 

•  The noise contribution is more significant in 
the barrel region (|η|<1.3). 

                    0.15 GeV at |η| =0 

•  The pile-up contribution is more significant in 
the endcaps. 

        0.25 GeV per/pileup event at |η| =0 

CMS-PAS-JME-09-003 

energy in a cone with 
radius R=0.5 

JEC: Offset (CaloJets) 
The offset correction removes from each jet the energy 

due to noise and pile-up, on average. 

15 
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Measured from data with a pT balance 
method using a dijet trigger. 

JEC: Response η Dependence (CaloJets) 
 The relative correction removes the pseudorapidity 

dependence of the jet response. 
CMS-PAS-JME-07-002 
CMS-PAS-JME-08-003 

Barrel Jet 

Probe Jet 
φ	


η	


16 
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Measured from data with pT balance method  in samples with γ/Z+jet events.  

The results of the three individual measurements (γ+jet, Z→e+e-+jet, Z→µ+µ-+jet) 
will be combined into a single one. 

CMS-PAS-JME-09-004 
CMS-PAS-JME-09-005 
CMS-PAS-JME-09-009 

 The absolute correction removes the pT dependence of the jet response.  

JEC: pT Response Dependence (CaloJets) 

Barrel γ,z 

Probe Jet 
φ	


η	


The MC will be used to extrapolate in the high pT region, where 
data are not available for direct calibration. 

CaloJet 

17 

γ/Ζ+jet balance returns a parton level correction! 

Absolute correction is “mapped” back to the 
“particle level for jets with the flavor mix in the 
inclusive dijet sample”.  
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JEC Uncertainties (CaloJets) 

Particle 

The flavour correction removes 
the flavor dependence of the jet 
response. Significantly smaller for 

JPT and PFlow jets. 

Particle 

CMS-PAS-JME-09-009 

•  Day one JEC based on MC truth ~ 10% uncertainty. 
•  Top-left plot represents the total uncertainty estimated for a data driven  
  measurement using ~10pb-1. Offset or relative response components not included. 
  12% (5%) at 30 GeV (>100 GeV). 
  Flavor/parton correction errors will be hopefully reduced using early data (MC truth here). 

CMS-PAS-JME-07-002 

MC truth 

Further uncertainty reduction based on ingenuity, hard work, increased stats. 
Ultimate 1-2% uncertainty may be achieved from MC tuned to collider data. 

18 
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JEC for JPT & PFlow 

In addition, the jet energy and position resolution is significantly improved and 
the flavor dependence is reduced to a negligible effect. 

19 

 The Jet Response for JPT and PFlow is much higher 
and flatter versus pT than for CaloJets. 

JEC uncertainties should be significantly smaller than for CaloJets.  
Currently exploring the Missing ET Fraction Method (MPF) from D0:  

measures detector response directly to the particle level,  avoiding 
flavor/parton mapping … but relies on a well measured missing ET.  

CMS-PAS-PFT-09-001 

CMS-PAS-JME-09-002 

PFlow 

JPT 

CaloJets 
CaloJets 
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Jet Energy Resolution 
 Derived from data using the Dijet Asymmetry Method on a 

dijet inclusive sample. 

Good agreement 
within uncertainties !  

MC Truth 
MC Truth 

30 30 

JPT and PFlow jets 
significantly better 
than CaloJets. 

JPT PFlow 

CMS-PAS-PFT-09-001 
CMS-PAS-JME-09-002 

20 

CMS-PAS-JME-09-007 
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Jet Position Resolution 

MC Truth 

MC Truth 

MC Truth 

•  PFlow jets have better particle jet- 
  detector jet matching efficiency. 

•  PFlow jets have better angular resolution,  
  particularly in azimuth (B-field). 

Estimator of “Reco Efficiency” which CMS 
will measure from γ/Z+jets collider data. 
(Track jets in the denominator.)  

CMS-PAS-PFT-09-001 

21 

PFlow 

PFlow 

PFlow 

CaloJets 
CaloJets 

CaloJets 
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Motivation to Measure MET at the LHC 

Example of SUSY 
cascade decay:  

Experimentally, Missing Transverse Energy (MET) indicates  non-uniform 
detector response or the presence of particles that have escaped detection 
(weak interactions, cracks). MET is a signature for:  

•  SM particles decaying into neutrinos:  
               - top, W leptonic decays. 
•  New physics:  
               - Weakly interacting exotic particles in models  
               with extra dimensions: monojets + MET. 
               - Production of Lightest SUSY Particles (LSP) in  
               cascade decays, which would go undetected. 

Small MET 

Large MET 

Experimental Challenges: 
•  Good low MET resolution. 
•  Understand high MET tails. 
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Motivation to Measure MET at the LHC 

Example of SUSY 
cascade decay:  

Experimentally, Missing Transverse Energy (MET) indicates  non-uniform 
detector response or the presence of particles that have escaped detection 
(weak interactions, cracks). MET is a signature for:  

•  SM particles decaying into neutrinos:  
               - top, W leptonic decays 
•  New physics:  
               - Weakly interacting exotic particles in models  
               with extra dimensions: monojets + MET. 
               - Production of Lightest SUSY Particles (LSP) in  
               cascade decays, which would go undetected. 

Small MET 

Large MET 

Experimental Challenges: 
•  Good low MET resolution 
•  Understand high MET tails 
•  Is E.T. missing? 
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•  Jet Energy Corrections 

•  Muon Corrections 

•  Tau Corrections account for difference in 
energy scale between hadronic taus and light jets. 

•  Unclustered energy correction. 

24 

MET from CaloTowers: Calo MET 

: CaloTowers 

MET performance - Energy resolution,  
                                non-Gaussian tails. 

Noise: 1.48 GeV 
Stochastic: 1.03 GeV1/2 

Constant: 0.023 
Offset: 82 GeV 

CMS-PAS-JME-07-001 
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Track Corrected Calo MET: tcMET 
•  Step 1: Calculate muon corrected Calo MET: 

Calo E deposit 
(~2 GeV) 

Tracker  
muon pT 

•  Step 2: Calculate tcMET using hadron tracks:  

Expected energy 
deposited (RF)  

Track momentum 
at vertex 

Pion response function (RF) to be 
measured from data. 

3.4 (6.8) factor 
reduction in  
# events for  
MET>30 (50) GeV 

20% resolution 
improvement 
compared to   
   Calo MET 

€ 

Z → ll

€ 

tt → ll + X

CMS-PAS-JME-09-010 25 
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•  pfMET is the transverse momentum 
vector sum over all reconstructed 
particles: 

MET from Particle Flow 

Multijet Sample 

€ 

tt Inclusive 
Sample 

Factor of ~2 
improvement 
compared to   
   Calo MET 

•  The list of reconstructed particles form a     
global event description, provided by the PF 
Algorithm: 
µ±, e±, γ, charged hadrons, neutral hadrons, 

pile-up particles.  

•  The PF Algorithm exploits full ensemble 
& redundancy of all CMS detector. 

    tracker, ECAL, HCAL, muon system. 
Robust against large calorimeter calib 

changes in tracker acceptance. 

CMS-PAS-PFT-09-001 
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Jet & MET Cleaning 
Fake MET appears naturally in multi-jet events, 
which have an enormous rate at the LHC:  

•  Detector malfunctioning & noise (bad runs). 
•  Hot cells/towers, cosmic ray and beam halo muon  
  bremsstrahlung. 
•  Particles in crack regions. 
•  Jet fluctuations and non-uniform detector response. 

Noise-induced 
missing ET rate 

Jet & MET commissioning with Cosmic Rays: 

•  Calorimeter noise filters based signal shape 
and timing, hit multiplicity. 
•  Jet Quality Cuts based on EM energy 
fraction, # of cells with 90% of jet energy,… 

An alternative to MET , less sensitive to 
instrumentation effects: 

MHT = -ΣE(j)
T vector sum over all jets.  

CMS-DP-2009-009 

27 

CMS-PAS-JME-09-008 
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CMS Jet & MET Commissioning at Startup 

•  Detector calibration + Jet/MET cleaning and quality cuts. 
•  Data driven jet energy and MET corrections ~5%. 
•  Data driven energy resolutions, efficiencies. 

Commissioning may be defined as the period of time necessary to derive:  
All detector jet 

types reconstructed 
with Anti-kT 

Good reasons to be confident on a short jet/MET startup period:    
 (Assuming there is not any catastrophic event.)  

•  CMS has run for many years in TB and cosmic modes. 
•  Tevatron, LEP, HERA accumulated experience on 
data driven calibration methods. 
•  Detector simul. validated extensively (physics, 
material budget).  

arXiv:0910.2505v1 

Single pion response: 
TB data agrees with MC 
within ~2% above 2 GeV. 

µ position 
resolution: CR data 

in excellent 
agreement with the 
measurement from 

cosmic data.  

28 
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Outlook  

•  The CMS Jet & MET reconstruction, cleaning, and calibration 
tools are well developed and validated with MC, TB, and Cosmic 
Data. 

•  A Jet & MET startup plan is in place and includes a Data Quality 
Monitoring and prompt analysis task force to identify and fix 
problems as they arise. 

•  A close working relationship with the detector groups should 
ensure the necessary synchronization to adjust quickly to 
eventual changes in run and detector conditions. 

After a long wait, collisions are around the corner and 
the CMS JetMET team is ready to analyze and deliver.  


